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ABSTRACT 
 
Urban area in Hong Kong is being suffered from various kinds of urban decay 
phenomenon. Urban renewal is one of the government initiatives to improve the 
situation in the area. However, the urban renewal projects practiced is not perfect in 
improving the situation.  
 
This dissertation examines empirically the impact exerted by the urban renewal 
projects to the surrounding private residential properties. The result has shown that 
the projects have a negative impact to the new buildings, while have a positive impact 
to the old buildings. The result also shows that the impact of the project varies 
throughout the project period, due to the government policies and the externalities 
brought with the construction work. At the end of this dissertation, relationship 
between the price change due to the urban renewal project and decay phenomenon is 
discussed. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. Background 
It is commonly known that there is very limited land supply in Hong Kong urban area. 
As the result, the competitions of valuable sites in the urban area are intense. 
Nevertheless, there are many parts of the urban area left unattended – which are the 
run-down area such as To Kwa Wan, Sham Shui Po, Yau Ma Tei, and the subject area 
of this dissertation, the Western District. These areas are considered to have high 
development potential by the market, and the urban renewal project thus took place in 
view of improving the area and to tap off the potential in those lands.  
 
In 2000, there were about 9300 aged private buildings in the metro area of Hong 
Kong. For those aged building, they were all 30 years’ old or above. At that time, the 
government estimated that there would be a 50% increase in the next decade. The 
situation would be deteriorated if there was no proper strategy to tackle. (Planning and 
Lands Bureau, 2000)  
 
The old area in Hong Kong often suffers from various problems. The structural 
deterioration of the old building has aroused the public concern that the poor 
maintenance of the old building hampered the safety of the residents as well as the 
general public. On the other hand, local residents of the old building suffer from the 
deteriorating living environment that greatly affected the growth of the local 
communities. Lastly, the deteriorating condition of the old area has forced the 
valuable economic activities to move away, and eventually led to further urban decay.  
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Fig 1.1 Dilapidated Housing in old urban areas of Hong Kong 
 
In order to vitalize and to rehabilitate the area, the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) 
and the forerunner of it, the Land Development Corporation (LDC), have initiated 
large numbers of urban renewal projects in various parts of Hong Kong.  
 
The aim of the redevelopment project in Hong Kong is to address the problem of 
urban decay and to improve the living conditions of the residents in the run-down area. 
Through the redevelopment process, the old buildings are pulled down and new 
communities are put back again as the solution of the problem.  
 
The introduction of the urban renewal successfully brought along some benefits in 
improving local amenities and the living conditions of the redevelopment area. 
However, some of them have failed to achieve all of their objectives stated, especially 
those objectives concerning about the rights and living condition of the local 
residents.  
 
The urban renewal project has also caused different types of externalities and 
segregation of the local communities. The resulting community may be good at 
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physical terms, but failed to provide a sustainable community for the future 
generation. Recently, the focus of the general public and the government concerned 
with the economic benefits brought along by the urban renewal project, there is little 
concern about the drawbacks and the underlying cost of the urban renewal projects on 
the local communities and private property right in the affected area.  
 
The residential property price reflects the desirability of a buyer to the property. As 
discussed in many modern literatures, residential property price is determined by a 
range of different factors including structural and neighbourhood factors. These 
different determinants are reflecting the change of the surrounding environment. Since 
the neighbourhood factors are influenced by the environment and the community 
change of the area, therefore, residential property price is an ideal indicator in 
examining the effects caused by the urban renewal project.  
 
From preliminary observation and various commentaries in the market, it is observed 
that there is fluctuation during the course of the project. Yet, there is no detail and 
systematic study in Hong Kong concerning about the impact brought along by the 
urban renewal project.  
 
This study aims at studying the local market in the proximity of an urban renewal 
project by regression analysis. A quantified result will be provided for the study in 
showing how the change in the neighbourhood factors affect the residential property 
price of the nearby area.  
 
It is expected that the outcome of the study will provide a firm basis for the 
explanation of various phenomenons associated with the urban renewal project, and 
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the discussion in the impact by the urban renewal projects to an urban community. 
 
1.2. Objective of the study 
The two objective of this study are: 
1. To examine how the residential property price of a district is affected by an urban 
renewal project throughout the project period. 
2. To discuss the impact of the urban renewal to the surrounding residential 
property price. 
 
1.3. Methodology 
The impacts caused by the urban renewal project to the local residential property 
market can be effectively quantified by means of hedonic price model by Rosen 
(1974), a widely used model that generates statistically the implicit prices of various 
attributes of a property. 
 
The impact caused will be effectively analyzed through studying the change in the 
implicit prices of the residential properties in proximity to the project during different 
stages of the project. There will be two tests in this study, one for new residential 
buildings, and the other one for old residential blocks without lift. Once the statistics 
are generated, explanation, recommendation and generalization of the impacts will be 
derived.  
 
This study will focus on the urban renewal project in Kennedy Town – the Merton. 
Samples will be taken from the neighbourhood of the subject. Control samples will be 
taken from the nearby area, for example, Sai Wan and Shek Tong Tsui, which has a 
similar background as the subject area. The model will then generate different 
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statistics for analyze and these statistics will be used for determination of the validity 
of the hypothesis to test whether the statistics is reliable. The details of the subject 
area and the periods of impact tested will be discussed afterwards.  
 
1.4. Structure of the study 
The study will begin with literature review. Chapter 2 of this study will review the 
relevant past studies and discussion papers. These studies and papers will form the 
theoretical framework of the study, whereas some of the studies with similar topics 
will be reviewed analytically. The focus of the literature review will be on the factors 
affecting the price of individual residential property and the neighbourhood influence 
on the price.  
 
Chapter 3 of the study will be an overview of the urban renewal in Hong Kong, which 
will briefly discuss the situation, difficulties, effectiveness as well as the implication 
to the residential property price. 
 
Chapter 4 of the study will be the methodology of the study. The detail and the 
explanations for the construction of model, the variable, and the details on data 
collection as well as the expectation of the results will be discussed in detail to 
provide a clear understanding to the model used.  
 
Chapter 5 presents the summaries and details of the empirical results as well as their 
interpretation. The statistics will be examined individually and the results will be 
presented afterwards in the same chapter. Chapter 6 will summarise this study with 
the findings of the study and draw a conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
2.1. Determinants of residential property price 
Resident Property Price affects by various different factors. These factors include the 
characteristics of the subject property itself, and some other factors that may affect the 
property but outside of it. This part of the research is to review the literature that 
discuss about different determinants that affecting the property price of a residential 
property price. The area of study includes i) nature of residential property, ii) 
determinants of residential property, iii) different determinants of residential property 
price, and , finally, iv) the major focus of this study – surrounding environment and 
residential property price. The literature studied here will give the basis for this 
research. 
 
2.1.1. Nature of residential property 
Real estate is the property in land and buildings. (Floyd and Allen, 2002) Real estate 
is a widely-known economic resource as securities and bonds. It has a set of different 
characteristics, which makes it unique to other resources. These special characteristics 
have made the decision process for real estate investment activities complex and 
unique. 
 
According to Dasso, Shilling and Ring (1995), Real estate characteristics can be 
categorized into four types of attributes. 
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2.1.1.1. Physical attributes 
Fixed Location 
Real estate is a type of unmovable property. It attached on the location, and cannot be 
moved to somewhere else to response the demand, as other goods do in their market. 
Generally, the transaction activities depend on the market of a local area, together 
with some other factors that affect the character of the area, such as job distribution.  
 
Uniqueness 
Real estate is heterogeneous in nature, that no other property is identical to another. 
This is because location is unique for every property, there should be some difference 
in characters that making other property cannot perfectly substitute the others for 
comparison. 
 
Long Life 
Real estate property, unlike most of the real assets, have a rather long life up to 
decades or even centuries, if it is properly maintained. It can be assumed that it is 
indestructible.  Ball (1982) points out the indestructible nature of property, that the 
property cannot be destroyed, though value may be changed or be destroyed due to 
other factors. Oha (1988) also points out the nature of durability of investment. That 
the investment is set or fixed for many years, and it may take many years to recover 
the initial cost. 
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Interdependence 
In an urban environment, land use varies from place to place. Since the land resource 
is scarce, it is essential for some portion of the land to be used for some structures that 
are essential to maintain a convenient atmosphere for the users, such as parks and 
building services. This has made the estimation of the economic potential rather 
complex. In addition, the surrounding environment may affect the uses, as some other 
services may be included nearby, or vice versa, nearby properties may depend on the 
subject in providing essential services. These variances has limited and influenced 
real estate development.  
 
2.1.1.2. Economic attributes 
Long gestation period 
Real estate project has a lengthy gestation period that it takes a significant amount of 
time from commencement to completion. This is because real estate development 
needs a well-planned construction process. That means that the real estate market has 
a very slow response rate. Therefore, investor in real estate should analyze the market 
condition in both short-term and long-term. 
 
Fixed Supply and Periodic Booms and Busts 
As mentioned, the supply is fixed in short run, though the demand is dynamic. 
According to Balchin (1995), periodic land booms and busts occurred periodically 
due to the fear of increase of population may exhaust the land resources, though in 
general terms, the physical supply of land is fixed for all usage. 
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2.1.1.3. Institutional attributes 
Formal institutional arrangement 
For most part of the world, formal institutional arrangement is an important 
component of the property market. Numbers of regulations have been deployed to 
limit different activities by the participants in the property market.   
 
Davis (1998) states that since ownership and financing may alter the activities of the 
owners of the property, as well as the property function in the society, property, 
therefore, has a specialized law and regulations that different from other laws of 
ownership and financing.  
 
Informal institutional arrangement 
On the other hand, informal institutions such as culture, topography and desirability of 
the users, also affect the property market activities. Green (1980) states that the nature, 
appearance and use of property are greatly influenced by the population’s lifestyle and 
preference. 
 
Non-participants activities 
Associated members of the market, such as Architect and bankers, as well as some 
other non-participants, such as politicians, may also affect some major determinants 
of the market. For example, surveyor and architects may consult by the government 
for alteration of practices; bankers may change the lending rate for mortgages, etc.  
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2.1.1.4. Market attributes 
Large transactions 
Real estate investments often involve large sum of money. For most of the 
participants in the real estate market, since real estate investment has to be decided 
with complex process and with various considerations, unlike securities and funds, 
therefore, the number of investors in the market is rather small comparing to other 
investment markets, and a small number of transactions in the market may affect the 
market condition greatly. 
 
Difficulties in comparison 
Unlike securities or bonds, the real estate property is quite difficult to be compared,  
Firstly, the localized competition of real estate has made the transactions samples 
limited for valuation purpose. The uniqueness of property further limits the 
comparables to be used to analyze the price. Secondly, the cost for obtaining the 
information for valuation purpose is high, that it is difficult for all participants of the 
market to analyze the subject property in deep. Thirdly, the transactions of real estate 
may not need to fully disclose to public. Except those corporate participants of the 
market, it is very difficult to obtain the information for purchase purpose. These three 
factors causes information impair of certain participants, and has made the market 
imperfect. The unlevelled playing ground of real estate market drives the participants 
into numerous and lengthy negotiations. 
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2.1.2. Macroeconomic determinants of the residential property price 
The residential price is determined by its own factors, nearby factors and also the 
overall market factors. Property can be traded freely in the market, so it is likely to be 
affected by the balance of supply and demand of the market. The market trend is 
affected by numerous different factors, which these factors are to be called the 
macroeconomic determinants. Major macroeconomic determinants include interest 
rates, income, and demographic factors. 
 
2.1.2.1. Interest rate 
As mentioned, real estate involves large sized investment. For most buyers, they will 
need a mortgage to secure their purchase. As interest rate affects the cost of the 
mortgage, is thus it has become one of the major determinants of the housing price, 
and that many studies has considered interest rates to be the most important one. 
(Reichert, 1990; Peek and Wilcox, 1991) 
In general conditions, the trend of residential property price will move according to 
movement of the long-term interest rate. If the long-term interest rate is low, the cost 
of the purchase for the buyer is lower, and more people will be able to afford to buy a 
residential property. Thus, demand is driven up due to the supply and demand 
mechanism of the property market, and the price is eventually increase.  
 
According to Fisher (1930), interest rate is consisted of the real rate and the expected 
inflation rate (or price appreciation). The nominal rate depends on the current market 
rate and only the real rate would consider the economic attributes. Therefore, only the 
real interest rate would determine the real cost of the purchase. (Harris, 1989) 
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2.1.2.2. Income Factors 
The household income is equivalent to the affordability of household to repay their 
mortgage loans. Job security will promote property purchase, as the household will 
have more confidence with their affordability and the banks are more willing to 
approve their application as the risk borne with the households are relatively lower. 
(Linneman and Wachter, 1989) 
 
During economic downturn period, unemployment rate rises and job security is lower 
than the prosperous period. The desirability of home purchase is thus lower. In Hong 
Kong, the residential property price dropped a lot as the unemployment rate 
continuously increases after the Asian Financial Crisis.  
 
2.1.2.3. Demographic Factors 
Housing is an essential commodity for all human beings. It is very clear that the 
housing demand affects the activities of a property market. Different population 
groups have different affordability for their property, therefore, different demographic 
factors should be considered in determining the actual housing demand. These factors 
include the household formation, age and nationality. The housing demand estimation 
model of Hong Kong government also takes consideration of the demographic factors. 
(Hong Kong Government, 2005) New model suggested even suggest more factors 
including re-marriages, divorces, splitting of households, etc. The household 
formation is one of the major demographic factors affecting the demand. (DiPasquale 
and Wheaton, 1996; Ermisch, 1981) 
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The age of a citizen will affect the decision of investing real estate. The age structure 
of a community will determine the purchasing power in the specific market. Generally 
speaking, the affordability of young family are higher as the burden for retired life is 
not imminent. Case and Shiller (1990) discovered that the demand for the single 
family housed was higher in the 25-44 age groups in four cities of United States. The 
age structure will demonstrate its effect in long-term. 
 
2.1.2.4. Government policies and political stability 
In Hong Kong, the government is the largest land supplier in the market. In addition 
to that, the government operates the public housing and supervises all real estate 
activities in the market. Therefore, the government policy on the real estate will 
greatly influence the supply and demand of the market, and the different factors that 
borne with individual properties. 
 
2.1.2.5. Nationality  
Gyourko and Linneman (1996) states that because of the disproportionately start of 
the minority, they have to pay higher costs and more reluctant to buy their own flats, 
even without racial discrimination. 
 
In Hong Kong, the majority of the residents are Chinese, and the nationality factor is 
considered to be less important. Nevertheless, Chinese customs and preferences have 
generated a higher demand of residential housing in Hong Kong than other markets. 
For example, Chinese citizens would like to purchase their house before marriage. 
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2.1.3. Microeconomic Determinants of the residential property price 
2.1.3.1. Categorization 
The determination of the property price is greatly different from other investment 
commodities available in the market. This is because of the complexity and 
multidimensional nature of the properties as mentioned in the previous sections. In 
assessing the property price, many different factors are considered.  
 
Some modern literatures have tried to categorize different microeconomic 
determinants of the property value. The simplest form of categorization is to separate 
the determinants into internal determinants, which are those attributes borne with the 
property, and external determinants, which are those attributes outside the property.  
 
James (1995) states that property prices are determined by four basic elementary 
determinants, which are time (or date of sales), physical characteristics, location and 
conditions of sales.  
 
Another type of categorizations, which is widely adopted, is the classification of the 
determinants into locational traits, structural traits and neighbourhood traits. (Mok et 
al, 1995)  This classification is widely adopted by those who are using the hedonic 
pricing model in finding the impact of different factors. 
 
2.1.3.2. Location determinants 
Real estate is the property on land. The location of the real estate is greatly affected 
the quality and thus the value of the residential property. Location of the property 
determine the accessibility, to working areas and essential public facilities, the view, 
air quality, etc. 
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Accessibility is one of the most important factors among all the other attributes. 
Under market mechanism, if the land is more productive, the rent of a piece of land 
will be higher (Ricardo, 1817). The productivity of a residential property is related to 
the accessibility to production facility, thus the working areas. Should the user spend 
less time for commuting, she can spend more time for productive activities. Therefore, 
those properties with a higher accessibility have a higher productivity, and thus the 
value should be higher than those far from working areas. Alonso (1964) developed a 
simplified model that illustrate the relationship between the distance from city centre 
and the property price, which also argues that due to the commuting cost, a shorter 
distance between a residential property and a city centre will enjoy a premium over 
the others. This study has provided a stepping stone for the later studies in the 
accessibility impact on the residential market. 
 
Numerous researches have been done in search of the relationship between the 
accessibility and the property value, and the extent of the effect. So et al. (1996) 
points out that four major aspects, which are availability, costs, travel time and degree 
of convenience should be considered in measuring the extent of impact by 
transportation on the property price. Henneberry (1998) discovered that an efficient 
and effective mode of transportation would positively affect the property price. Chan 
et al. (1998) argues that accessibility of transportation positively affects the property 
prices. However, the externalities brought along by the transportation facilities may 
negatively affect the property prices.  Generally speaking, the improvement of 
transportation, thus improvement in accessibility brings positive benefits to the 
property, though this effect can be two-fold in some cases. 
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In Hong Kong, floor level is important for determining the property value. According 
to Chau and Ng (1998), a higher unit enjoys a higher value than those in lower floors. 
This is because higher units can enjoy a quieter environment, better air quality as well 
as better view.  
 
Besides the above two, Sea-view, direction, “Feng Shui” and even lucky numbers are 
being studied in Hong Kong for their impacts on the property price. (Mok et.al., 1995) 
 
2.1.3.3. Structural determinants 
Structural determinants are those fundamental factors to be studied that are related to 
the property itself, such as the structure, size and durability, etc.  
 
The most widely considered determinants of this type are the age of the building. This 
is because the age of the building accounts to the condition of the building and the 
usability of the user in having a modern life. (Mok et al, 1995; Cheshire and Sheppard, 
1995) 
 
From the result of the studies, newer buildings usually have a premium over similar, 
older units. In addition, larger units also have a premium to smaller units. (Rubin, 
1998)The result proves that households are likely to pay more for a larger and newer 
unit in turn for a better living condition. 
 
Some other additional determinants are also studied, such as number of bedrooms, 
type of housing, living space, availability of various types of building services, etc. 
(Cheshire and Sheppard , 1995; Wabe, 1971) 
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In Hong Kong, Mok et al (1995) analyzed some of the private properties in Hong 
Kong, and find out that higher floor level, seaview and clustered development will 
add premium to a residential property.  
 
2.1.3.4. Neighbourhood determinants 
In a city environment, property is rarely an independent cluster. Neighbourhood 
quality of the surrounding area in the proximity of individual property poses a 
significant impact on the usage as well as the amenity, and eventually to the property 
price. Details of the effect will be discussed in the next section. 
 
2.1.3.5. Other factors 
Lucky Number 
Chau, Ma and Ho (2001) suggests that floor numbers of high rise building may bring 
along premium to residential property price. In its empirical study on the transactions 
in Taikoo Shing, they found that floor numbers with “8” as digit may be considered as 
gifted units that the pronunciation in Cantonese of these floors meant wealthy and rich. 
Due to superstitions, buyers are willing to pay for premium for those flats.   
 
Developer 
Chau, Ng and Hung (2001) studied the impacts of the goodwill of developers in 
affecting the price of their property sold. The result shows that buyers are willing to 
pay more than 7% premium for the goodwill of the developer.  
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Vintage effect 
The vintage effect occurs when some unmeasured housing characteristics is correlated 
with the year that a dwelling was built. This idea was first suggested by Hall (1971) in 
durable goods. The vintage effect is quite similar to the age effect (depreciation). The 
effect is studied by various academics, such as Randolph (1988) and Goodman and 
Thibodeau (1995), etc.  
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2.2. Neighbourhood factors 
2.2.1. What is neighbourhood? 
The research area of this study is the impacts of the neighbourhood on the property 
price on the individual residential units. It is important for us to make it clear what is 
the meaning of neighbourhood. 
 
For verbal meaning, according to Oxford Concise Dictionary (1983), neighbourhood 
is defined as follows: 
1. …District, esp. one forming a community within a town or city. 
2. Nearest, Vicinity of 
 
Generally, Neighbourhood is to be considered as an area very close to certain 
individual areas or units, that it forms a community within an urban landscape. 
 
Since modern city planning always involve neighbourhood concept, there are quite a 
large amount of literatures discussing about the definition of the concept of 
neighbourhood in the field, defining the matter socially or historically for the 
development of urban policy. (Melvin, 1985) 
 
According to Keller (1968), he pointed out that neighbourhood unit was both a social 
and a planning concept. It involves both geography and social structure. More 
specifically, the basic elements are: people, place, interaction system, share 
identification, and public symbols. All these elements interact with each others, and 
result an identifiable section within an urban landscape. (Downs, 1981). 
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This concept has influenced the town planning sectors over the world. In Hong Kong, 
the planning authorities (Town Planning Office, 1979) defined the neighbourhood 
units as: 
… an area which is clearly defined in social terms, has a measure of cohesiveness and 
harmony … 
 
As depicted from the above concepts, the neighbourhood can be defined in different 
scales. For example, by means of distance, the cluster of houses or buildings around 
an individual unit can be defined as immediate neighbourhood; by means of property 
characteristics, an area that have the same market value level or similar housing types, 
can be defined as homogenous neighbourhood. In some metropolis, neighbourhood 
may even defined by races distribution, such as Paris and New York.  
 
2.2.2. The neighbourhood effect 
Further the aforementioned concept, it can be found that neighbourhood may impose 
an observable change to different attributes of an individual property unit within a 
community. 
 
Beyer (1967) discussed that members within a neighbourhood may affects other 
members socially, psychologically or economically. The effects may either positive or 
negative and different in magnitude. It is known that people attitude towards housing 
is affected by various different social, psychological and economic attributes. The 
neighbourhood qualities and environment eventually affect the demand and thus 
affects the choice.  
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Beyer (1968) discussed a phenomenon that illustrated the influence of the 
neighbourhood on individual units within a community. He found out that houses with 
poor qualities that surrounded by a community of high quality houses had a higher 
value, vice versa, houses with high qualities that surrounded by a community of low 
qualities had a lower property value. In short, according to Beyer (1967), an averaging 
effect occurred on individuals within a community. This phenomenon is supported by 
the founding in Friedman and Ordway (1992) and Fisher and Martin (1994). It should 
be noted that the term “quality” used in the Beyer study is to be the physical standard 
of an individual building. The study of Beyer shows that the neighbourhood affects 
the property price, just like other characteristics that affects the price.  
 
Besides, physical factor, psychological factor of the neighbourhood is also influencing, 
and in many occasions, more influencing than the physical factors.  The 
physiological factors are represented by neighbourhood satisfaction. Over the years, 
various studies have been done on neighbourhood satisfaction. In Rossi (1980), it 
suggests that people’s move their homes according a set of push and pull factors, 
whereas neighbourhood satisfaction is considered to be important for people choice. 
Foote et al. (1960) concludes that social characteristics of neighbourhood greatly 
affect neighbourhood satisfaction of a buyer, while geographic site and physical 
characteristics affect less.  
 
As a brief conclusion of the above, it suggests that neighbourhood gives different 
effects to the market equilibrium of the residential property market in its community, 
and eventually it affects the residential property price. However, studies in the field 
don’t provide a unified view on the extent of impact. Michelson (1977) gives an 
indifferent view on the hypothesis mentioned. In his study, he found out that 
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economical and physical aspects are the prime considerations for buyers’ decisions. 
Those neighbourhood factors, besides those severely undesirable, are not contributing 
much for their decision. He pointed out that percentages of dissatisfaction for 
neighbourhood issues are less than 5% for those live in apartments, while cost and 
space are more than 10%. Results in Lai (1999) also support Michelson’s view. On the 
other side, Lam (2002) in his studies of homogeneity of housing types found out an 
opposite view, that neighbourhood factor do affect the property price. Nonetheless, 
neighbourhood factors are still important for studying the dynamics of residential 
property price, as seen many studies in the field still consider the neighbourhood 
factor in their study. 
 
2.2.3. Related Studies 
The aforementioned neighbourhood factors is said to be the result of the interaction of 
different factors. There are number of factors that may contribute to determination of 
neighbourhood property value. There are number of studies in the field studying 
different possible neighbourhood factors. 
 
Crafts (1998) examined the impact of commercial development to residential 
properties nearby. The result doesn’t show any significant influence from the 
development, however. The study presents 2 models, which examine properties with a 
commercial influence and those without it. But for both models, they don’t show any 
observable changes due to the development, and only small discrepancies are found 
due to other physical attributes abutted with the property itself. The study gives a 
conclusion that no observation could be found since the impact is less than $10k in 
value. However, it should be noted that Craft’s study failed to distinguish the impact 
of commercial influence and the impact of view, and thus null result is possibly be 
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shown due to the failure. Nevertheless, the basis of the study is very useful for other 
studies in furthering the research in this field.   
 
Various studies, such as Asabere and Huffman (1996), Firth (1990) and Do and 
Gudnitski (1995), have been done in studying the magnitude of a golf course in 
influencing the residential property price nearby. Most of the studies have shown that 
properties located in the proximity enjoy a premium of different amount, which due to 
the psychological effects along with the club and an improvement of the area’s 
amenity. But at the same time, the externalities from the club, for instance, destruction 
and traffic problem also bring along deduction of property value nearby. The study on 
the golf course development presents a good example that individual structure within 
a community may impose both positive and negative effect on the residential property 
value nearby. 
 
The impact by the same attributes may also impose different effect due to ethics 
background. Cemetery view is considered to have a positive effect on the residential 
property value in the west, due to its improvement to local amenities, just like the 
effect by the golf course aforementioned. However, in Hong Kong, Tse and Love 
(2000) has found out that cemetery view would have a negative impact on the 
residential property instead. The difference in the impact is very likely caused by the 
difference in culture as well as the difference in the layout. This study pointed out the 
impact may be altered from place to place and should not directly apply to local 
markets. 
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Some other studies on neighbourhood influence are as follows. Cheshire, P. and 
Sheppard, S. (1995) suggests that local amenities influence land price. Brown and 
Pollakowaski (1977) have found that water related open space, such as harbour or 
river, brings along increase in property value.  
 
2.2.4. Impacts on property value by large scale projects 
Property reports often suggest that large scale project may impose impact on the 
property value in a community. For example, the announcement of railway projects 
may bring along positive impact. Various studies have been done in the field to 
examine the effect by different types of large scale project. 
 
The impact on the property value by transporation improvements is widely researched. 
With the basis laid down by Alonso (1964), various models have been developed by 
different studies in examining the effect of transportation improvement. For example, 
Dewees, D. (1976) and Bajic (1983) studied the effects of subway line on housing 
prices in Metropolitan Toronto, Poon (1987) focused on the relationship between the 
relationship between railway externalities and benefits and their impacts to residential 
property values.  
 
Other than transportation improvement, local development project is also studied. The 
aforementioned study of Crafts (1998) is an example for non-residential project 
impact to the residential property value.  
 
For residential project’s impact on the neighbourhood, Rabiega et al. (1984) and 
Cheng et al (1999) studied the impact of public housing project in the United States. 
Lai (1999) studied the impacts of Home Ownership Scheme in Hong Kong. But the 
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studies shows dissimilar results and no uniform results can be drawn. One of the 
reasons may due to the difference in ethics background for different studies. It may 
also be caused by different structural factors that as yet not mentioned in those 
studies. 
 
In Rabiega (1984), the writer examined the impact of locating a public housing a 
neighbourhood with low and moderate residential development in Portland, Oregon, 
in which those areas are occupied by medium to high income single-family 
households. The study discovers that the public housing project in a neighbourhood 
will lower residential property values of those low-rise developments. This study is 
similar to the neighbourhood phenomenon suggested by Beyer’s study, that high 
quality residential property is subject to value deduction if it is located in the 
proximity of the low quality one.  
 
Chang et al (1999) carried out another study on the property price on the differential 
impacts of Federal Assisted Housing programs on nearby property values in 
Philadelphia, United States. The results of the study show that public housing 
developments exert a modest negative impact on property values. Yet, the 
homeownership programmes in the United States have a more positive impact on 
property values.  
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A similar study about the public housing development’s impact on the neighbourhood 
is Lai (1999), which the study focused on the influence of the Home Ownership 
Scheme in Hong Kong. The study made use of regression models to validate the 
hypothesis that the HOS flats have a net downward effect on neighbourhood 
residential property prices. However, the study fails to conclude with a significant 
result to prove the hypothesis.  
 
2.2.5. Impacts by construction activities 
In Cheung (2004), it studied the impact on the residential property price by railway 
projects. The study discovered that the commencement of a railway project will lead 
to negative effect to the value of residential property in the proximity of the 
construction site. The writer suggests that the externalities along with the construction 
activities may negatively affected amenities of the surrounding environment and 
imposed a negative effect to residential property for short term. 
 
2.2.6. Impacts of urban renewal and rehabilitation to the neighbourhood 
Urban renewal and rehabilitation is one of the major development activities within an 
urban landscape. There are numerous studies in the field studied the impact of the 
urban renewal project to the neighbourhood, however, most of them examine the 
situation socially or physiologically.  
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There is not much analysis on the urban renewal or rehabilitation impacts on 
residential property price to the neighbourhood. One of the few examples is Nourse 
(1963). The study studied the urban renewal project in St. Louis of the United States. 
The writer suggests that there is no significant effect is found for rehabilitation and 
renovation project. Nonetheless, the writer is not confident with the result as the data 
is incomplete and possible unknown factors are affecting the result drawn.  
 
2.3 Summary 
Residential property price is determined by various different factors, including the 
factors associated with the structure, the location, the surrounding environment as 
well as the local market of the property. The price is sensitive to the change of any 
one of these factor and will adjust according to the magnitude of their influence. 
 
The surrounding neighbourhood as one of the major determinants, the qualities of it 
greatly affects the value of the property. It is observed that there are many different 
issues contribute to the quality of the neighbourhood. Numerous studies have been 
conducted to examine different influences, which include the presence of certain 
facilities nearby, the commencement of construction works, etc.  The impact of 
urban renewal project is also studied in the United States. Nevertheless, as the data of 
the study is incomplete, there is still no common view on the influence by the urban 
renewal project so far.  
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Chapter 3 
Urban Renewal and Hong Kong 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Up to 2001, according to Urban Renewal Strategy, there was about 9300 private 
buildings that were 30 years’ old or above within the Metro Area. Since the lack of 
motivation and financial support to carry out necessary renovation, the problem of 
ageing in those buildings becomes quite serious. Some of the cases are even harmful 
to the safety of the residents and the general public. In order to address the problem, 
the authority considered that the acceleration of urban renewal and rehabilitation 
projects is essential. 
 
The concept of the urban renewal emerged in the Western countries many decades ago. 
It represents a continuous long-term development process within an urban landscape 
in view of improving the condition of urban living environment. (International 
Foundation for Housing and Planning, 1967) 
 
The ultimate purpose of urban renewal as mentioned is to improve the living 
condition within an urban landscape. The goal is accomplished through a series of 
continuous improvement programme in living condition, social facilities and social 
welfare. The programme may be altered according to the dynamics of technology, 
economics and lifestyle of the citizens.  
 
Although the concept of urban renewal started in 1930s in United Kingdom, it started 
in Hong Kong not until 1960s.(Lo and Chen, 1998) 
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3.2. Urban renewal in UK 
The concept of urban renewal in Hong Kong is originated in the United Kingdom. 
The UK concept started from the removal of squatter area. In order to improve the 
living condition of the squatters, the UK government issued Greenwood Housing act 
to facilitate the removal of the squatters. Within the Act, there were clauses to make 
sure those living in the squatters will have proper settlement after demolition. 
 
However, the improper arrangement of the settlement leads to great impacts in terms 
of social organization, neighbourhood relations as well as social culture. Therefore, in 
1974, the UK government introduced the Housing act, which aims at gradual renewal 
within urban community. Rehabilitation is introduced in view of improving the 
condition of those old buildings. 
On the other hand, after years of development, many middle-class households moved 
out of the city to enjoy better living environment, and that had led to urban decay 
phenomenon. The UK government introduced urban regeneration projects to 
revitalize the economic activities within the city by integrated approaches.  
 
The urban renewal in UK nowadays relies greatly on the co-operation of local 
authorities and different local organizations. The success in grouping them together 
has brought along benefits in providing a comprehensive restructuring programme 
within numerous communities in the United Kingdom. 
 
3.3. History of urban renewal in Hong Kong 
The government started promoting urban renewal in certain old urban areas.  At the 
beginning of 1960s, the living environment was very crowded and the buildings were 
very old in Hong Kong.  In 1964, a special group was formed to analyze the 
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possibility of renewal of old areas. (Lo and Chen, 1998) Later, the group made 
Sheung Wan to be the “Urban Renewal District” and set the place near King’s Road 
and Hollywood Road to be “ Urban Renewal Area” .(Lo and Chen, 1998) It was a 
brand new start for the government in attempting to redevelop the old areas.  
However, because the government worried that the cost of the project would be 
unaffordable. The plan was postponed and be carried out until 1980s. 
 
In 1970s, the Hong Kong Government suggested to form “Environment Improvement 
Scheme” The target of this scheme was to resume appropriate amount of land to build 
more social services, in order to improve the living environment of old areas.  At 
that time, Wan Chai, Yau Ma Tei, Cheung Sha Wan, Shek Kip Mei, Tai Kok Tsui had 
become “Environmental Improvement Area”. (Lo and Chen 1998) During this period, 
the redevelopment was depended on the participation of private sectors.  However, 
though some facilities like parks were built, the problems of old buildings were not 
solved.  There was still no profound planning to help using the land more effectively.  
 
Another attempt in 1970s was that some area which should be redeveloped first was 
set as “Comprehensive Redevelopment Area”. (Lo and Chen 1998) The principle was 
to encourage private properties owner to join the programme of redevelopment.  
They were encouraged to afford some cost of redevelopment but they could gain 
profit after re-development. The typical example was the four streets in Tsim Sha Tsui.   
Nevertheless, this suggestion was not run very successfully for it was very difficult to 
get compromise among the owners.  And some owners had already died or left.  
Actually the proposal of the four streets was not able to be carried out until 1997. 
Another scheme which called “Urban Improvement Scheme” was carried out in 1974. 
(Lo and Chen 1998). The scheme tried to settle the inhabitants in the original area 
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they used to live with a lower prize compared with the market prize, to maintain their 
relationships and lies with the local community.  But this scheme is soon replaced by 
other housing scheme in 1990s.  
 
In 1980, the government looked into the matter of re-development deeply and 
consulted a consultation company about the formation of LDC.  In 1988, the “Land 
Development Corporation Ordinance”.(Lo and Chen 1998)was enacted. The 
corporation could combine the land to speed up development process.  Besides, it 
had to ensure that tenant was treated fairly, provide better social and transport 
facilities. 
 
In 1999, the Chief Executive of HKSAR highlighted the increasing need for urban 
renewal in his policy address. He gave emphasis to the urgent need of taking a more 
proactive urban renewal approach to bring real improvement to the living conditions 
of the residents in dilapidated buildings in old, run-down areas. In the same year, the 
Planning, Environment and Lands Bureau (PELB) prepared the Urban Renewal 
Strategy (URS) which provide a coherent planning framework to guide the 
improvement and restructuring of the old urban areas. The issue of urban renewal was 
again highlighted.  
 
In May 2001, the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) was established and replaced LDC 
to take the lead to carry out urban renewal projects. It would continue LDC’s projects 
outlined a new strategy to urban renewal which aims at facilitating comprehensive 
planning over larger areas by provision of additional green area of open space, and 
community facilities and improving road networks while preserving the distinctive 
features of the old districts concerned.  
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3.4. Urban renewal in Hong Kong today 
After the establishment of the Urban Renewal Authority, “people-cantered” 
approached is to be used to carry out the urban renewal activities, in view to improve 
the quality of life of residents in the urban area and at the same time takes care the 
interest and needs of all sectors of the community without sacrificing the lawful rights 
of any particular group. (HPLB, 2001) 
 
The authority has identified four key principles for urban renewal. Firstly, the owners 
whose properties are acquired or resumed for the implementation of redevelopment 
projects should be offered fair and reasonable compensation; Secondly, tenants 
affected by redevelopment projects should be provided with proper rehousing; Thirdly, 
the community at large should benefit from urban renewal; and Fourthly, residents 
affected by redevelopment projects should be given an opportunity to express their 
views on the projects. 
 
The establishment of URA is to speed up the urban renewal activities in Hong Kong. 
Besides the 200 new projects, URA is also responsible to the 25 uncompleted projects 
left over by the previous organization of LDC. In order to facilitate better 
restructuring and replanning, 9 target areas have been designated, which includes 
Kwun Tong, Ma Tau Kok, Sai Ying Pun, Sham SHui Po, Tai Kok Tsui, Tsuen Wan, 
Wan Chai, Yau Ma Tei and Yau Tong.  
 
3.5. The difficulties of urban renewal in Hong Kong 
Urban Renewal is a large scale development project within a city. The amount of 
capital involved and the population affected are both very great. Therefore, it is very 
likely to have conflicts during different stages as different parties may try to safeguard 
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their rights as much as possible. Some of the difficulties involved in the urban 
renewal process are as follows. 
 
3.5.1. Objections from tenants against re-housing matter 
Residents under the current urban renewal process are required to be rehoused 
properly. Owners will be properly compensated and the tenants with proper lease will 
be entitled for proper compensation. However, these residents may not have sufficient 
money for new flats, yet they are not eligible to apply public housing.  
 
It is most difficult to relocate these residents because of their objections. These 
tenants are unwilling to move away because they are not satisfied with the 
compensation from the developers. They are worried that the rent for newly allocated 
estate flats will be much higher than the original housing that they cannot afford. 
There are also difficulties in rehousing tenants who are eligible for public housing 
because the waiting-list is usually very long, give priority to the tenants affected by 
redevelopment schemes results in objections from those who are in the waiting list.  
 
On the other hand, according to Yeh (1999), most of the tenants within the 
comprehensive development area (CDA) for redevelopment are usually poor elderly. 
Since they have a long history of settlement, they are less willing to be moved to a 
new area since the move will break their social linkage. According to Chui (2001), the 
writer discovered that most of the respondents who had lived in the estate for more 
ten years are more willing to be stayed in the same district due to their deep 
neighbourhood sense. Nevertheless, due to dense development and shortage of land, it 
is almost impossible to find empty housing in the same district to rehouse all the 
residents.   
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3.5.2. Appearance of incompatible users 
Another difficulty for redevelopment in Hong Kong is that there is the appearance of 
incompatible users such as coffin shops, car-repair garages, and metal works etc. If 
resettle them in other districts, there are objections from the local people because of 
discrimination. As a result, for the government or developer, the cost of removing the 
incompatible users and the cost of compensation for breaking their community 
linkages are high. Even more, they are quite reluctant to move away because the 
compensation is not enough for them to restart their business in other districts which 
may cause them higher rent. Also, they may face discrimination after removal, and 
they may not be able to survive after the breaking of community linkages.  
 
3.5.3. Inadequate resources 
Lack of resources hampered numbers of urban renewal project in the past. This is 
because resumption process requires large amount of capital for requisition of titles 
and compensation to the tenants. However, the government didn’t subsidize the LDC 
and later URA in financing. This has put the LDC in a very unfavourable condition 
and many urban renewal projects are considered to be unprofitable.  
 
As the LDC have to compensate the residents fairly and the LDC only had limited 
resource to use, therefore, the LDC was constrained to make urban renewal paid by 
generating enough revenue from profit-making schemes to cover subsequent 
loss-making ones (Adams and Hastings, 2001). The inadequate resources results in 
the ignorance of urgent but loss-making redevelopment projects.  
 
3.5.4. Weak co-operation and co-ordination 
Co-operation and co-ordination between the developer and different government 
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departments is another difficulty for urban development. Hong Kong has a unique 
feature that different uses of land are piled on top of each other in the same structure 
to achieve maximization of uses in multi-purpose joint user buildings. Therefore, each 
multi-purpose building includes uses under the responsibility of many departments 
and agencies with different financial abilities and ideas on the implementation (Pun, 
1984). In addition, a redevelopment scheme needs the co-operation between many 
departments. Effective co-ordination is required to ensure the project finishes on time. 
However, redevelopment projects usually delay because there is no strong central 
co-ordinating bodies to co-ordinate the various organizations. Besides, it takes a long 
time for the developer to get approvals from various government departments to start 
the redevelopment project because of many reasons. For example, the developer 
changes the redevelopment plan frequently, the developer unable to submit the 
amended plan, failure of the plan to meet requirements such as environmental impact 
assessment, traffic assessment, etc. It results in slow progress of redevelopment 
programmes.      
 
3.5.5. Land resumption and site preparation 
Land is the basic resource of development. For all redevelopment projects, land is 
always the first factor to concern, and the most important factors to consider for every 
project. Generally speaking, the cost for acquisition made up at least half of the total 
project cost. For every project manager in assessing the acquisition cost, the following 
factors have to be considered: 
 
3.5.5.1. Irregular land assembly 
The problem is originated by the time lapse between different developments as well 
as incomplete redevelopment projects. The presence of irregular land assembly will 
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cause incomplete pattern in the renewal area. The gross development value of the 
project thus decreased. For those large developers, they seek for higher returns. They 
seldom participate in the redevelopment project unless the site is large enough; the 
irregular land assembly often drives them out of the redevelopment projects. 
 
3.5.5.2. Absentee owners 
The problem of absentee owners has little implication on costs but on time of 
acquisition. It is a very common phenomenon for abandonment of private property in 
the run-down urban area. Upon the abandonment, other parties may intrude and 
occupy into the property. The complex ownership consumes huge human power in 
allocating the right respondents for the acquisition process. Proper legal procedures 
takes place when this situation happened, but it may takes a very long time and costs 
expensive legal charge. 
 
3.5.5.3. Multiple-ownership 
Multiple-ownership is aroused by the high-rise development of Hong Kong. The 
high-rise development divided a single piece of lot into different sub-units, in order to 
indicate the ownership of the land. The developer may divide the land ownership into 
undivided shares by means of Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC). 
 
During redevelopment, for all the acquisition, the developer may need to buy back all 
the shares of a building. Generally speaking, every owner may strife for their best 
interest for their shares. More owners meant more negotiation within the acquisition; 
greater acquisition cost and more negotiation time are needed.  
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Furthermore, other cost borne with the acquisition process increased dramatically 
with the numbers of the acquisitions take place. This cost include the professional fees, 
management fee of the vacant units, administration fees for all the legal process, etc. 
These kinds of cost greatly reduce the profitability of the project, and reduce the 
attractiveness to private capital. 
 
3.5.5.4. Unclear delineation of property right 
In normal condition, all transaction and transfer records are kept in the land registry, 
there should be no difficulties in allocating the owners of a property. However, since 
the record system is not perfect in the old days, difficulties are therefore aroused when 
the old urban area is being redeveloped. There are two typical situations on this 
issue – absentee owners and multiple owners in single property, which have been 
discussed before.  
 
3.5.5.5. Site planning restrictions  
The prevailing town planning control on the land lot limits the development potential 
of urban land. The plot ratio granted in the urban land is higher than that of the rural 
area. But taking the above considerations, higher returns are needed for the 
redevelopment project to compensate the high acquisition cost. 
 
For the comprehensive development area, more guidelines are applied to the site by 
the planning authorities. In the view of developer, it may possibly hamper the 
flexibility in design and profitability of the finished development. 
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3.6. The effectiveness of urban renewal in Hong Kong 
The effectiveness of urban renewal in Hong Kong is controversial. It is very hard to 
give an overall comment on its effectiveness. 
 
By means of physical environment, urban renewal project in Hong Kong has 
improved the environment in the old urban area. Some of the project such as the 
Sheung Wan and Central redevelopment project has successfully revitalized the 
surrounding area by removing the poorly deteriorated buildings originally standing in 
the area. Nevertheless, the improvement in the physical environment is only one of 
the aspects to be concerned with. 
 
By means of community satisfaction, the urban renewal in Hong Kong has failed to 
address the needs of the affected community. Before the establishment of the urban 
renewal authority, the authority or corporation concerned were not acting actively to 
communicate with the local authority, and implementing different proposals that 
ignore the implied rights of the local residents. Therefore, the local residents were not 
willing to co-operate with the authority in the urban renewal project. The introduction 
of the Social Impact Assessment (SIA) by the URA aims at alleviating the situation. 
Nevertheless, the effect is not significant. This point is supported by Law (2004), 
which the writer comments that the current practice of URA failed to include the 
voice of the local communities in the urban renewal project.   
 
In economic terms, the urban renewal activities have successfully released the 
potential of the land by redeveloping the precious urban land in some case. 
Furthermore, the redevelopment projects have brought a chance to the old urban area 
in replenishing the local economy. However, it is a fact that not all of the projects are 
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successful, and the developers were even reluctant to participate in the urban renewal 
project before the establishment of URA. Furthermore, if we examine the effect in 
micro scale, we may find that the economy of the neighbourhood is greatly damaged 
due to the removal of the community network. 
 
For housing market, the completion of the urban renewal project may improve the 
amenity of the neighbourhood. However, before the completion of the project, the 
externalities and some other invisible factors may hamper the surrounding property 
price. 
 
3.7. Summary 
Urban renewal is generally viewed as a process in solving the problem aroused from 
the urban decay phenomenon. The theory of urban renewal is introduced to Hong 
Kong from the UK in the 70’s, and numbers of trials have been made in order to 
provide a good answer for the problem of urban decay. Though there are numbers of 
successful cases, generally speaking, the urban renewal in Hong Kong has failed to 
integrate the voice of the affected communities and to address the negative influence 
along with the urban renewal project. 
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Chapter 4 
Methodology 
 
In this study, regression analysis is chosen to be used to examine the possible effect 
on the residential property prices if those properties are situated immediately next to 
the urban renewal project site. In this section, we will first distinguish the target of the 
study, and then explain steps in collecting data and the formulation of equation. All 
these information will be provided in order to give an explanation of the method to be 
used and how the method discussed to be applied. 
 
4.1. Targets of the study 
As emphasized in the previous section, this study targets in examining the effect of 
urban renewal project to the surrounding residential properties. An urban renewal 
project lasts for decades from the announcement to the completion of the project. 
During these years, impact may be aroused in different time. In this study, the whole 
project duration will be divided into different stages, which is the announcement stage, 
construction stage and finally the completion stage. This study will look for the 
possible influence to the residential property price if an individual unit is in the 
proximity of the urban renewal site, whether it will attract the purchaser to pay 
premium due to improve amenity, or exert negative effect to the price due to supply of 
new apartment unit.  
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Below is the preliminary prediction of the influence of urban renewal project in the 
three stages: 
 
A. Announcement Stage 
During the announcement stage, the people will become aware of the large supply of 
new apartments and the demolition of the run-down structure in the community. The 
impact of the announcement will be two-fold. For old buildings, the owner may start 
to think about the possibility of their flat being resumed for other private projects and 
halt their plan for sell, and hence the value of those properties may increase as the 
supply for those flats decrease. For new buildings, the property price may be dropped 
due to the possible externalities brought by the construction work on one hand, and 
the large supply of well-developed flats after the completion on the other.  
 
B. Construction stage 
The effect in the announcement stage will be carried on during the construction stage. 
But it may possibly exert further impact on new building due to the worsen 
environment and the supply factor. 
 
C. Completion stage 
The environment of the surrounding area of the project should be improved during the 
completion stage of the project. The price of the surrounding property should enjoy a 
premium for the improved environment. However, for new buildings due to the large 
supply on the market, it is likely to diminish the positive effect. 
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In conclusion, we may have two hypotheses to be tested in the study: 
1. The price of the residential property price of new multi-storey buildings will 
decrease when the project is announced, under construction, or during 
completion.  
2. The price of the residential property price of old buildings will decrease when 
the project is announced, under construction, or during completion.  
 
4.2. Regression analysis and construction of the model 
Regression analysis is one of the most effective tools in analyzing data with 
multifactor. This statistical methodology make use of the relation between two or 
more quantitative variables in predicting other variables, and thus useful in finding the 
functional relationships among variables. (Freund & Wilson, 1998).  
 
The first step in having a regression analysis is to set up a well-defined model. In 
order to be comparable to reality, more attention is needed to put on the data selection 
and model formation. (Fanning et al., 1994; Douglas et al., 2001) Therefore, having 
defined a set of proper variables or predictors is essential. Basically speaking, for our 
study, the price of the private residential price is the dependent variable for our study. 
For independent variable, since there are numbers of different factors affecting the 
private residential price, therefore numbers of independent variables have to be 
considered.  
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Theoretically, should more independent variables are fitted into the model, more 
likely the model will give a full reflection of the actual situation. (Wittink, 1988; Sen 
& Srivastave, 1990) However, due to the availability of data, it is impossible to 
include all the independent variables into the model. Moreover, it will lead to the 
inclement in complexity of the model. Therefore, there should be a reasonable but not 
a large number of independent variables to be included.  
 
For the simplicity of the application of the model, only three types of major variables, 
including the structural, locational and the neighbourhood factors, and a few of 
dummy variables are to be used in the model. As this study is to focus on the impact 
of the urban renewal projects on the residential property price, therefore, it is justified 
to exclude most of the minor determining factors in the model. Furthermore, 
according to Frank (2001), in making the choice of the independent variables, one of 
the major consideration is the extent to which a chosen variation in the dependent 
variables. Including some major factors such as the locational, structural and 
neighbourhood traits aforementioned will be more effective over the minor factors in 
reducing remaining variation.  
 
Lastly, the choice of variables should consider the difficulty in the collection and 
application of the data. If the data is hard or rare to obtain, the result generated may 
not be enough to provide a persuasive conclusion. On the other hand, it is important 
that the variable can be controlled in order to observe any influence by the target in 
the study. (Floyd & Allen, 1997) 
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After suitable variables are identified, suitable transformation should be performed if 
the variables are qualitative in nature. The most widely used transformation in the 
field is to include them in the model in the form of dummy variable. For example, if 
we want to include the sea view factor into the model, we may simply distinguish 
them according to its occurrence or existence in the sample. Dummy variables are 
introduced in this study, and will be discussed later. 
Once the variables of the model are distinguished, the adequacy of the model will be 
checked. This study will use the multiple regression model as mentioned. The 
appropriate formula will be deduced according to the choice of the variables, in order 
to distinguish the relationship between the dependent and independent variables.  
 
After the functional form of the model is established, the adequacy of the model will 
be tested and will put to application.  
 
4.3. Hedonic Price model 
The application of the multiple linear regression model for this study is the Hedonic 
Price Model, which is one of the most widely used model in examining the residential 
price in the field. 
 
The origin of hedonic price model is by Court (1939), but the formalized function of 
hedonic price was introduced by Rosen (1974). The model is proposed for the use of 
hedonic price function to reflect the market clearing prices associated with bundles of 
housing services. In his study, hedonic prices are defined as the implicit prices of 
attributes and are revealed to economic agents from observed prices of differentiated 
products and the specific amounts of characteristics associated with them. (Rosen, 
1974)
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Actually, Rosen’s study is not specifically for housing study, but his techniques has 
introduced a method for the analysis of particular environmental values to residential 
property prices. 
 
Since the purpose of the study is to examine the influence of certain characteristics on 
the property price, and residential property is an example of differentiated goods as 
residential property price will be determined by numbers of different characteristics 
and qualities.  Therefore, hedonic pricing model therefore will be good in verifying 
the influence 
 
4.3.1. Assumptions and limitation of the hedonic price model 
Basically, there are 2 major assumptions underlying the hedonic pricing model. The 
first assumption concerns with the determination of the implicit price and marginal 
willingness to pay, the other one relates to the determination of the inverse demand 
function for the goods under analysis. Both assumptions are under the two-stage 
method of Rosen.   
 
Hedonic pricing model assumes each customer is in equilibrium with respect to a 
given vector of prices and that the vector of prices clears the market for a given stock 
of goods and attributes. In the other words, it assumes that all the customers would 
consider all the factors before they make any decision, and they are informed with full 
information on all those factors. 
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4.3.2. Application of hedonic price model to this study 
For application of the model, as we has discussed before, we have to identify numbers 
of attributes of the property which may possibly affect the residential property price. 
These attributes will be used as independent variables.  
 
In Mok et al (1995), it considered every property s sold as a bundle or package or 
implicit characteristics (or attributes).  Bundles of housing services are basically 
meant the property characteristics, which are structural, site and neighbourhood 
characteristics which the household derives utility and produce service. The 
suggestion of Mok’s work will be taken into account for the formation of a suitable 
hedonic price model for the study. 
Hedonic Price model is no preference for the choice of the functional form. Therefore, 
in order to avoid complexity, flexible and simple functional form will be adopted 
when using the empirical data to estimate the hedonic price function. In this study, 
linear form will be used. 
 
Once the data is inputted to the model, result is then generated and be determined. 
According to Freeman (1993), the sign of a coefficient will determine the impact on 
the dependent variable. So if the coefficient is positive, it will have an inclement 
effect on the price, vice versa, the coefficient is negative, the attribute is bad for the 
price. The results will give a simple indicator on the impact of certain attributes on the 
residential property price of a specific unit. 
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4.3.3. The model for the study 
As we have mentioned, residential property price is affected by numbers of different 
attributes. The linear form of the hedonic equation for residential property analysis is 
as follows:  
 P=f(Z) 
Where P is the residential property price 
  Z is the specified vector representing a function of housing attributes 
Then, 
 P=c0+c1Z1+c2Z2+…+cnZn+E 
Where E is the error term 
As suggested by Rosen (1974), the implicit price suggested by Rosen (1974) in the 
linear functional form is equals to the regression coefficient.  
 
An example of further developed linear functional form of this study can be found in  
Mok et al. (1995), which is the first application of the Hedonic Price Model in the 
Hong Kong residential property market. It can be formulated as: 
P= f (L,S,N)  
Where  P is the residential property price 
  L is location traits 
  S is the structural traits 
  N is the neighbourhood traits  
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In order to ease the analysis of the study, semi-logarithmic function is introduced for 
this study. The semi-logarithmic function has the merit of easy interpretation, as well 
as producing the best fir when subjected to a Box-Cox algorithm. The coefficient in 
the equation may represent the percentage change in the price P with respect to each 
unit increase in the attribute.  
 
An example of a semi-logarithmic function for hedonic price model is as follows: 
 ln P=c0+c1Z1+c2Z2+…+cnZn+E 
Under this functional form the coefficients of cn will represent the percentage change 
in the price P with respect to each unit increase in the corresponding attributes.  
 
On the other hand, since the discrepancy in buyers’ decision, it cannot be measured 
with full accuracy. Ordinary lease square regression technique will be used for 
estimation with the data available.  
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4.4. Data collection 
4.4.1. Area for investigation 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the subject of the study is the urban renewal 
project in Kennedy Town – residential project H19 and H20, which is now a 
residential estate named the Merton.  
 
The immediate neighbourhood will be the area for investigation of the change in 
residential property price. The samples will be collected from numbers of residential 
building within the investigation area as indicated in the plan below. The names and 
the location of the selected residential buildings are listed in the Appendix 2. 
 
The control samples will be taken in the Central and Western district that will have 
similar structural qualities and neighbourhood factors in order to provide homogenous 
samples for examination.  
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Investigation Area Merton 
Fig 4.1 the area for investigation 
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4.4.2. Period for investigation 
This study will track the change in the residential property price in the nearby area 
throughout the whole project period. Samples will be taken from the start of 1996 to 
towards the end of 2005.  
 
Announcement Acquisition From Jan 1998 to 
mid-2000 
Demolition Mid-2000 to Mid-2002 
Construction Mid-2002 
Construction 
Flat sales Dec 2004 
Occupation  Jun 2005-now 
Table 4.1 The period for investigation 
 
4.4.3. Source of information 
The transaction records and other particulars used for this study are obtained from the 
Economic Property Research Centre (EPRC). The EPRC provides the details of the 
transactions that have registered in the Land Registry, such as the price and date of the 
transaction. In addition to that the EPRC provides the information for the property 
concern, which includes the issuance of occupation permit, gross floor area, floor 
level, etc. All these information are essential for the application of the hedonic 
equations used in the study. On the other hand, the real property price within this 
period will be assessed with the help of the price indices provided by the Rating and 
Valuation Department. 
 
4.4.4. Size of sample 
As there are numerous attributes that may affect the price of residential property, 
homogenous samples are needed in order to minimize the impact of the effect. 
However, as we have discussed before, property have different characteristics, the 
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number of similar units to be used in the model is restricted. Nevertheless, according 
to Chau and Ng (1998), a large sample size will help to build up a more accurate 
estimation.  
 
4.5. Interpretation of statistics 
The data will be inputted into the hedonic equation above for results and statistics will 
be generated from it for interpretation. Some of the important statistics are discussed 
below. 
 
4.5.1. T-statistics 
The t-statistic generated is the indicator for the variable to see whether it is 
statistically significant. It is a relative measure of the average effect of an attribute has 
on the dependent vaiable when comparing to the degree of vvariability of the factor in 
the sample. (Cheung, 2003) 
 
Generally, a high value of t implies the coefficient of ai of the equation is more likely 
to be different from zero, and means that attribute is more likely to affect the value of 
the dependent valuable. Nevertheless, the value of t-statistics is not always related to 
the magnitude of the coefficient. 
 
4.5.2. Coefficient - ai 
Coefficient of ai is the measure of the magnitude of impact of an attribute on the 
residential property price of individual unit. The coefficient may have positive and 
negative sign, which shows whether the attribute positively or negatively affected the 
price of the residential property. 
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4.5.3. Coefficient of determination – R2 
The value of R2 shows the proportion of variation in the dependent variable that can 
be explained by the variation in the dependent variables. In other words, it shows the 
explanatory power of the hedonic equation. A high R2 means a higher level of 
homogeneity in the property samples. (Chau and Ng, 1998) 
 
4.6. Variables 
4.6.1. Criteria in selecting variables 
Following the setting up of the functional form of the model, proper variables should 
be chosen in order to finalize the hedonic equation for study. The selected data should 
have great relevancy as it will help to increase the accuracy of the study. 
 
In determining the property price of the residential property, physical traits, structural 
traits and neighbourhood traits are the three major factors to concern with. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, the age of the building, floor level, size, view from 
the flat, location and some of the surrounding environmental factors are essential 
factors when considering the residential property price as well as other types of 
properties.  
 
There are numerous different factors affecting the property price. Chan (2002) 
suggests that there are virtually unlimited numbers of attributes that may affect the 
residential property price. In order to preserve the explanatory power of the model, it 
is essential to include the attributes that are appropriate and crucial. But according to 
Mason & Quigley (1996), it is true that inclusion of more variables may help to 
increase the predictability of the model, but it will increase the complexity of the 
analysis as well. Therefore, several important variables are chosen instead.  
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The variables chosen in this study is generally based on Mok et al. (1995), which is 
the first applicable study of hedonic price model in Hong Kong. The chosen are 
illustrated below: 
Variable Symbol Description  
P Residential Property Price 
AGE Age of the building 
SIZE Gross Floor Area 
FL Floor Level 
SEA Sea view Dummy 
ZONE_1 
ZONE_1_N 
Location Dummy 
AN Announcement Dummy 
CON Construction Dummy 
FIN Completion Dummy 
AN*ZONE_1 
CON*ZONE_1 
OP*ZONE_1 
AN*ZONE_1_O 
CON*ZONE_1_O
OP*ZONE_1_O 
Interaction Dummy 
Table 4.2  List of variables 
 
One of the most important variables – the distance from transportation facilities is 
omitted from this equation. This is because, i) there is no mass transportation facility 
exists near the subject area, the travelling time to the Central Business District should 
be similar; ii) the existing transportation systems – bus, minibus and tram, have 
numerous stations within the area, the effect should be minimized. 
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4.6.2. Dependent Variable 
P – Property Price 
Before inputting the price data into the model, the price data should e deflated to its 
actual price by the residential price index prepared by the Rating and Valuation 
Department. The index is published annually in the Hong Kong Property Review by 
the department.  
 
The deflation of the transaction price to real price will help to eliminate the effect of 
time and inflation, and this make sure the fluctuation and difference in transaction 
price is due to the factors discussed rather than due to the overall market trend.  
Since the property market is very volatile, monthly index is applied instead of quarter 
and year indices.  
 
The indices to be used are listed in Appendix 4. 
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4.6.3. Independent Quantitative Variable 
AGE - Age of the Building 
The age of the building in this study is the year between the transaction date and the 
date of issuance of the occupation permit, which the issuance of OP indicates the 
completion of the building.  
 
As the living environment of the building deteriorates with the growing age of the 
building, the price of the property is expected to be adversely affected with the age. It 
is expected that the coefficient of the variable is negative. 
 
The age of the building is calculated by the information obtained from the EPRC 
database. 
 
SIZE – Gross Floor Area 
The size data used by this study is the gross floor area data. According to Building 
Ordinance (Cap.123), Gross Floor area is defined as “the area contained within the 
external walls of the building measured at each floor level, together with the area of 
each balcony in the building, which shall be calculated from the overall dimensions of 
the balcony and the thickness of the external walls of the building. In EPRC, usable 
floor area (UFA) is also available for some units, however, most of the transactions 
are based on the gross floor area, therefore, GFA is chosen instead. 
It is expected that the larger the size, the price will be higher as the user of property 
may enjoy a more spacious living environment. Therefore, the sign of the coefficient 
is expected to be positive. 
 
The gross floor area needed is available in the EPRC. 
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FL – Floor Level 
Floor level in this study is generally the floor number of the property concern. It may 
possible that the certain floor numbers are omitted in some of the buildings for some 
reason, nevertheless, the effect is not significant and the floor number will be used 
directly instead in view of lowering the complexity in treating the data. 
 
Floor level of a property means the virtual height of the property. Generally speaking, 
higher the floor level, the view will be better. On the other hand, the property will 
enjoy a better environment as less externality from the surrounding. Therefore, the 
sign of the coefficient is expected to be positive. 
 
The floor level information is available in the EPRC. 
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4.6.4. Independent Qualitative variable 
In contrary to the independent quantitative variables, dummy variables are used to 
represent the existence of certain characters of the property. It may have a value of 
either 0 or 1. 
 
SEA – Sea view Dummy  
Sea view is one of the most important factors affecting the property price of all kinds 
in Hong Kong. The sea view specified in this study refers to the view of the Victoria 
Harbour. Generally speaking, the property with sea view will enjoy premium in Hong 
Kong. The sign of the coefficient is expected to be positive. 
 
The information of the existence of sea view is not available in any database. 
Therefore, map is used for the determination of the existence of sea view in samples. 
In order to improve the accuracy of the determination, site visits have been conducted 
to verify the data. 
 
ZONE_1_O – Location Dummy for old building 
In the equation, the location Dummy of ZONE_1_O are used to show whether the 
sample falls within the investigation area – the area that are supposed to be under the 
influence of the urban renewal project, and whether it is an old building built prior to 
1976. For those old buildings within the specified area, a value of 1 will be assigned; 
otherwise, a value of 0 will be assigned instead. 
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ZONE_1 – Location Dummy for new building 
Similarly, the location dummy of ZONE_1 is used to show whether the samples is 
within a new building situated in the investigation area. If the sample satisfies the 
criteria, a value of 1 will be assigned; otherwise, a value of 0 will be assigned. 
 
AN/CON/FIN – Time Dummy 
The introduction of the time dummy variable is to separate the transactions into 
different time period – AN for transactions during the announcement stage, CON for 
transactions during the construction stage and FIN for transactions during the 
completion stage. A value of 1 will be assigned to their respective time dummy if the 
transaction took place in that stage. Otherwise, a value of 0 will be assigned. 
 
4.6.5. Interaction Term 
AN*ZONE_1/CON*ZONE_1/FIN*ZONE_1/AN*ZONE_1_O/CON*ZONE_1_O
/FIN*ZONE_1_O - Interaction Terms for buildings 
The introduction of the interaction term to the model is to fulfil one of the objectives – 
to examine the influence of the urban renewal project to the surrounding properties in 
different stages of the project. The interaction term introduced will show whether 
there is any significant difference in the residential property price in the subjected area 
during different stages. 
 
The value of the coefficient of the interaction term will show the preference of the 
buyers in having a flat in the investigation area during the specified period. Positive 
value suggests the buyers preferred to have a flat in the investigation area during the 
specified period, vice versa, the negative value suggests the buyers preferred to have a 
flat outside the investigation area during the specified period. 
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4.7. Equation for study 
Take into account all the factors aforementioned, a more specific hedonic equation are 
suggested as follows: 
For analysis of impact to the old buildings during the announcement stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA +C6ZONE_1+C7AN*ZONE_1 
For analysis of impact to the old buildings during the construction stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA +C6ZONE_1+C7CONS*ZONE_1 
For analysis of impact to the old buildings during the completion stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA +C6ZONE_1+C7FIN*ZONE_1 
For analysis of impact to the new buildings during the announcement stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA +C6ZONE_1_O+C7AN*ZONE_1_O 
For analysis of impact to the new buildings during the construction stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA +C6ZONE_1_O+C7CONS*ZONE_1_O 
For analysis of impact to the new buildings during the completion stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA +C6ZONE_1_O+C7FIN*ZONE_1_O 
 (N.B. E represents the error term and ai are the coefficients of the independent variables) 
 
The expected outcomes of the controlling variables are as follows: 
Variable Symbol Expected Sign 
AGE - 
FL + 
SIZE + 
SEA + 
Table 4.3 Expected outcomes of controlling variables 
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4.8. Summary 
Hedonic price model is used to study the effects imposed by the urban renewal project, 
if any, on the proximity of the project site. The reason of applying the model is that 
hedonic price model is suitable for the situation and the model is widely applied in the 
academic research. A model with semi-log function is set up to examine the effect. 
There are a total of six independent variables introduced to represent different factors 
affecting the residential property price. At the same time, 6 interaction terms are also 
introduced to test the effect over the project duration. The meanings and the expected 
results have been discussed.  
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Chapter 5 
Empirical Results and Analysis 
 
This chapter will present the statistical results of the hedonic equation estimations in 
this study. Then, with the results, analysis will be performed and the situation will be 
discussed.  
 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the purpose of setting up the regression 
models in this study is to investigate the effects by the urban renewal projects on 
properties of buildings of different age in the neighbourhood. The descriptions of the 
coefficient of the defined model will help in understanding the aforementioned effect 
of the residential property nearby. 
 
For this study, a total of 2015 samples, dated from January 1998 to December 2005, 
are taken for the analysis, where 1679 samples from 31 properties are used for 
investigation of impacts on new buildings, where 336 samples from 34 properties are 
used impacts on old buildings.  
 
As a summary of the result, it is discovered that the results are not identical to what 
we have expected, nevertheless the majority of the results explain and fit into our 
expectation. The explanation of the unexpected results will be provided for 
justification. 
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5.1. Model for new buildings 
The first part of the analysis investigates the impact of the urban renewal project to 
the new buildings in the investigation area. The result of the model is summarised in 
the following page:  
 
Equation 1:  
For new Buildings during anticipation stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA 
+C6ZONE_1+C7AN*ZONE_1 
 
Included observations: 1679 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 13.38441 0.036216 369.5710 0.0000 
AGE -0.021187 0.000897 -23.61712 0.0000 
FL 0.008223 0.000614 13.38846 0.0000 
SIZE 0.002071 5.18E-05 40.01081 0.0000 
SEA 0.093924 0.012551 7.483237 0.0000 
ZONE_1 -0.027261 0.012835 -2.123863 0.0338 
AN*ZONE_1 -0.064783 0.019829 -3.267092 0.0011 
Adjusted R-squared 0.754757     F-statistic 861.6971
 
Table 5.1 Empirical result of equation 1
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Equation 2:  
For new Buildings during construction stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA 
+C6ZONE_1+C7CONS*ZONE_1 
 
Included observations: 1679 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 13.36827 0.036033 370.9985 0.0000 
AGE -0.020603 0.000884 -23.31034 0.0000 
FL 0.008340 0.000615 13.56162 0.0000 
SIZE 0.002085 5.17E-05 40.30310 0.0000 
SEA 0.094445 0.012577 7.509539 0.0000 
ZONE_1 -0.025355 0.015013 -1.688852 0.0914 
CONS*ZONE_1 -0.031709 0.016410 -1.932254 0.0535 
Adjusted R-squared 0.753741     F-statistic 856.9936
Table 5.2 Empirical result of equation 2
 
 
Both ZONE_1 and CONS*ZONE_1 is not significant enough for analysis. 
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Equation 3:  
For new Buildings during construction stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA 
+C6ZONE_1+C7FIN*ZONE_1 
 
Included observations: 1679 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 13.38875 0.035872 373.2411 0.0000 
AGE -0.021428 0.000887 -24.16078 0.0000 
FL 0.008240 0.000610 13.51285 0.0000 
SIZE 0.002067 5.14E-05 40.24863 0.0000 
SEA 0.093936 0.012471 7.532178 0.0000 
ZONE_1 -0.065618 0.012479 -5.258344 0.0000 
FIN*ZONE_1 0.112351 0.019799 5.674654 0.0000 
Adjusted R-squared 0.757855     F-statistic 876.2867
Table 5.3 Empirical result of equation 3
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For equations handling this part of the study, all the controlling variables applied in 
the equation are significant in 1% level and fits in the prediction of the previous 
chapter.  
 
The dummy variable of ZONE_1 is significant and negative. This suggested that the 
building built after 1975 located in the area has a lower price level than that outside 
the zone.  
 
The coefficient of ZONE_1 has the following results: 
Variables Outcome 
AN*ZONE_1 NEGATIVE 
CON*ZONE_1 NEGATIVE 
FIN*ZONE_1 POSITIVE 
Table 5.4 Outcome of interaction coefficient I 
 
The interaction variable for announcement stage and the completion stage is 
significant while the interaction variable for construction stage is insignificant. 
 
The change in the interaction variables reflects the influence by the urban renewal 
project. During the anticipation stage, the residential property price in the 
investigation area is significantly affected by the announced project as the 
neighbourhood is expected to become deteriorated. In the completion stage, the 
coefficient becomes positive, this indicates that the price difference is diminished as 
the project completes, that the environment of the nearby area is improved. 
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Equation 4:  
For old buildings during anticipation stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA 
+C6ZONE_1_O+C7AN*ZONE_1_O 
 
Included observations: 336 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 13.18932 0.083787 157.4154 0.0000 
FL 0.005049 0.001103 4.576795 0.0000 
SIZE 0.002377 0.000104 22.96124 0.0000 
SEA 0.018943 0.022373 0.846684 0.3978 
AGE -0.010052 0.002045 -4.914504 0.0000 
ZONE_1_O 0.105343 0.014849 7.094354 0.0000 
AN*ZONE_1_O -0.096101 0.020621 -4.660389 0.0000 
Adjusted R-squared 0.675610     F-statistic 117.2846
Table 5.5 Empirical result of equation 4
 
The control variable of SEA is significant. This may probably because of lack of data.
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Equation 5:  
For old buildings during construction stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA 
+C6ZONE_1_O+C7CONS*ZONE_1_O 
 
Included observations: 336 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 13.10601 0.082959 157.9819 0.0000 
FL 0.005410 0.001126 4.806734 0.0000 
SIZE 0.002396 0.000106 22.64052 0.0000 
SEA 0.024978 0.022841 1.093593 0.2749 
AGE -0.007707 0.002003 -3.848662 0.0001 
ZONE_1_O 0.050322 0.018445 2.728255 0.0067 
CONS*ZONE_1_O 0.046096 0.018904 2.438437 0.0153 
Adjusted R-squared 0.660334     F-statistic 109.5438
Table 5.6 Empirical result of equation 5
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Equation 6:  
For old buildings during construction stage 
ln(P) = C1 + C2AGE +C3FL +C4SIZE +C5SEA 
+C6ZONE_1_O+C7FIN*ZONE_1_O 
 
Included observations: 336 after adjusting endpoints 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C 13.12170 0.083349 157.4301 0.0000 
FL 0.005591 0.001117 5.004018 0.0000 
SIZE 0.002393 0.000106 22.68045 0.0000 
SEA 0.022966 0.022795 1.007482 0.3144 
AGE -0.008239 0.002025 -4.069271 0.0001 
ZONE_1_O 0.070127 0.014408 4.867142 0.0000 
FIN*ZONE_1_O 0.092750 0.032575 2.847311 0.0047 
Adjusted R-squared 0.662511     F-statistic 110.6044
Table 5.7 Empirical result of equation 6
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In this part of the study, all of the controlling variables except the SEA variable are 
significant in 1% level. This may possibly due to inadequacy of samples used in this 
part of the study, especially the fact that very few of the samples have sea view. 
 
The dummy variable of ZONE_1 is significant and positive. This suggested that the 
building built prior to 1976 located in the area has a higher price level than that 
outside the zone.  
 
The interaction coefficient of ZONE_1_O has the following results: 
Variables Outcome 
AN*ZONE_1_O NEGATIVE 
CON*ZONE_1_O POSITIVE 
FIN*ZONE_1_O POSITIVE 
Table 5.8  Outcome of interaction variables II 
 
The effect of the old building within the investigation zone is similar to that to the 
new building during the announcement stage, as suggested by the outcome of the 
variable of AN*ZONE_1_O. It can be explained, firstly by the expectation to the 
deterioration of the neighbourhood in the coming future, and secondly, the acquisition 
practice by Lands Development Corporation during that period of time. Between the 
two reasons, the It can be observed that the acquisition practice by LRA should 
contribute to the negative influence to the surrounding since the magnitude is more 
negative than that of new building.  This assumption is further supported by the 
outcome of CON*ZONE_1_N, that the magnitude becomes positive instead of 
remaining negative.  The coefficient of FIN*ZONE_1_O is significant and positive, 
which is in line with the explanation of improvements in neighbourhood after the 
completion of the project. 
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5.2. Implication of the result 
From the analysis of the empirical results in the last chapter, there are two major 
phenomenons being distinguished. Firstly, the urban renewal project does affect the 
price of the residential property to the neighbourhood in proximity of the project. 
Secondly, the project affects the price of the residential property to the neighbourhood 
in proximity to the neighbourhood in different manner during different activities of 
the programme.  
 
From the analysis, the outcome of the test shows that the urban renewal project has 
different influence to new and old properties within the zone. For new buildings, the 
property price of them is lower than that of the zone. This suggests that, in the eye of 
local buyers, the neighbourhood quality of the investigation area is inferior to those 
outside, provided that all other examinable factors are similar for all samples taken in 
the analysis.  
 
On the other hand, the study reveals that the price level of the old buildings inside the 
zone is higher than those outside the zone during the period, which the increment in 
price reflects the people expectation on the redevelopment potential of the old 
properties in the proximity to the urban renewal project.  
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The result of the empirical studies also reveals the change of impact during different 
stages of the project. Below is a summary of the effect in different stages: 
 
Stages Influence to New Buildings Influence to Old Buildings 
Acquisition  NEGATIVE NEGATIVE 
Construction NEGATIVE POSITIVE 
Completion POSITIVE POSITIVE 
Table 5.9 Summary of influence in different stages 
 
The findings of the study show that the acquisition activities of the urban renewal 
project hampered the price level of both new buildings and old buildings within the 
zone. For new buildings, the findings show the people expectation on the deterioration 
of neighbourhood during the construction period. For old buildings, the price level 
should possibly be hampered by the standardized requisition programme by LDC, 
which the price level is considered to be lower than the market price level. The 
distortion of the property price within in the zone by the acquisition should possibly 
remove once the project proceeds to the construction stage, as suggested by the 
outcome. 
 
The price level of new buildings continues to suffer from the externalities along with 
the construction work of the project. The buyers of the properties still see it the 
deteriorated environment nearby as a negative factor in considering the price. The 
property price level of the investigation zone had not risen until the completion stage. 
As a summary of the effect on the new building, the study reveals that the price level 
of those properties are negatively effected from the start of the acquisition process to 
the completion of the project.  
The completion of the project has brought along more significant positive influence to 
the price levels of the old buildings. Unlike the new buildings, the old buildings in the 
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zone enjoy premium over the others outside the zone since the construction stage. The 
impact is further amplified in the completion stage. This phenomenon can be 
explained by the gradual discovery of the development potential by the buyers, that 
they think the completion of the project will improve the amenity of the 
neighbourhood and attract developers to acquire their properties for redevelopment 
purpose.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
 
6.1. Summary of the findings 
The objective of this study is to test whether the real estate price is positively or 
negatively affected, on old buildings and new buildings in the proximity to an urban 
renewal project, by the activities associated with the urban renewal project throughout 
different stage. 
 
From the findings of the empirical results, it has shown a range of effects on the price 
of both old and new buildings within the zone brought along with the urban renewal 
project during different periods.  
 
For old buildings, for the whole period of the testing period, the test reveals that the 
price level is affected by the project throughout the project period – negatively 
affected during the acquisition stage due to standardized acquisition mechanism by 
LDC and positively affected during the construction stage and completion stage. It is 
noted that if treated the location factor alone, buyer also consider the nearness of 
urban renewal project as a plus.   
 
For new buildings, for the whole period of the testing period, the test reveals that the 
price level is also affected by the project throughout the project period, in a similar 
manner to the old buildings. The samples taken inside the zone are negatively affected 
during the acquisition stage, and positively affected during the completion stage. The 
effect during the construction stage is undeterminable, as the outcome is insignificant.  
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Therefore, according to the empirical result, the implications of the study is that in 
most case, the urban renewal project is very likely to be affected by the urban renewal 
project. 
 
The findings in this study are in line with the literature discussed in the previous 
chapter. The urban renewal project will deteriorate the neighbourhood quality nearby 
and affect the property price of individual units, which the property price is somehow 
a quantified measurement for buyers’ or occupants’ satisfaction to his living 
environment.  
 
On the other hand, the empirical results also support reassure the rationale laid down 
by the literature reviewing the property price by hedonic price models. The factor of 
age, floor and size has shown their significance in the hedonic equations of the study.  
 
There are two issues worth to discuss with the evidence found by the empirical 
findings of the study. 
 
Firstly, from the empirical results, it is found that the residential property price of the 
old buildings in the proximity of the urban renewal project is positively affected, that 
the buyers are willing to pay premium for the location of the property. Hence, the 
property price of the old building is distorted due to the renewal activities in the local 
neighbourhood. The fluctuation in the price has put forth the speculation activities. 
Together with the spread of ignorance on the maintenance of the property, it is very 
likely for the “redevelopment symptom” to occur. As a result, the quality of living in 
the area in proximity to the urban renewal project hampered. Furthermore, the 
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speculation and the acquisition process along with the urban renewal project also 
devastated the neighbourhood network once existed in the neighbourhood, especially 
the large scale project as the subject. The devastation of the neighbourhood network 
will eventually lead to further urban decay. The government should take notice to the 
implication of the fluctuation of the property price to the local neighbourhood, and 
should take possible measures to prevent any undesirable effects on the local residents 
during the urban renewal project period. 
 
Secondly, the empirical results show that the new buildings are also suffered from the 
urban renewal project, which the impact is significant and last for a considerable 
duration. For the developers and property investors, this factor should be considered 
as one of the major determinants for any decisions.  
 
6.2. Limitation of the study 
In this study, in order to study the impact in different stage of the project, time 
dummies are introduced that distinguish the effect of different time stage, which are 
acquisition stage, construction stage and completion stage. The time dummies factor 
is intended to test the specific effect from the urban renewal project, nevertheless, it 
may be contaminated by other unknown factors which may concurrently happen at the 
same time in a similar manner. These factors may include macro economic factors, 
announcement of particular infrastructure project, or incidents in the local area, etc.  
It is very hard to tell whether the test configuration of this study has completely 
removed the effect, and to tell how much such unknown effect can exert on the final 
results of the study.  
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On the other hand, the inadequacy of data in various stages may affect the accuracy of 
the empirical result. The overall quantity of samples is low due to the small size of the 
area which is unsolvable. For old buildings, there are substantial numbers of 
transactions in the area, unfortunately, without details information indicating the 
attributes of the samples. These samples turned out to be unusable for the study. The 
low quantity of old buildings samples has turned out some deficiencies in the study, 
for example, the sea view factor in some of the test has become insignificant or even 
having an unexpected whilst unreasonable sign.   
 
6.3. Future area for research 
The primary purpose of this study is to study the impact of the urban renewal project 
in property price prospective throughout different stage of the urban renewal project. 
This study has covered generally the construction stage of a project cycle. The 
prolonged effect and the effect after occupation is not effectively analyzed by this 
study. Due to lack of data and the rareness of the comprehensive urban renewal 
project in Hong Kong, the subject area in this study is the best among the projects yet 
inadequate to study the whole picture of the impact. Should there is more data 
available, it is worth to undertake another study to have a more comprehensive view 
on the issue. Of course, study in other location may also contribute to the study in this 
area of study. 
 
The hedonic equation used in the study has examined the effect of the urban renewal 
project. The model may be further used over other issues, for example, the influence 
of various public projects as well as some private construction projects. On the other 
hand, the model may be used to predict the effect in other location during the urban 
renewal project period.  
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From the empirical result of this study, it is observed that different impact may have 
influence of different extent towards buildings of different age. It is worth to put effort 
in examining the difference of different issues between old buildings and new 
buildings.  
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APPENDIX 1 – SUBJECT AREA 
The subject of this dissertation is the Kennedy Town New Praya Project (The Merton), 
which is a residential redevelopment project in Sai Ying Pun. 
 
Background 
The site was first handled by the Land Development Corporation. The Corporation 
initiated the acquisition of the property in the area in 1998. Originally, it was thought 
to be profitable with the flourishing market situation in 1997. Unfortunately, the 
market fell quickly in 1998 and 1999 that made the project no more profitable. In 
1999, the government linked up the site at Ka Wai Man Road in order to alleviate the 
financial pressure of the said project.  
 
In mid-2000, the Lands Department announced the acquisition of the remaining 
property by the "Lands Resumption Ordinance”. (Cap 124) After the acquisition of 
the remaining shares, the site was then attenuated and the construction work began 
when the buildings were demolished. 
 
After the creation of the urban renewal authority, the project continued without much 
interference. The flat sales of the said project started in December 2004. The whole 
project finished as the flats started to be occupied from November 2005. 
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Details 
Code Number:  H12, H13 
Developer:    New World Development c/o URA 
Site Area:  6,075 square metre 
Area covered:  Including Kennedy Town new Praya, Davis Street, Cadogan 
Street and Kin Man Street (obsolete).  
Total gross floor area when completed:  about 70,000 square metre 
The project was finished in Nov 2005 
(Source: Urban Renewal Authority, 2005) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Merton in Kennedy Town (Pictures freely adopted from URA website)  
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Timeline 
Project Announcement Early 1996 
Acquisition From Jan 1998 to 
mid-2000 
Demolition Mid-2000 to Mid-2002 
Construction Mid-2002 
Flat sales Dec 2004 
Occupation Jun 2005-now 
 
Surrounding Area 
The site was a prime site that located immediately next to the harbour. The project has 
a total of 3 blocks of building, including the additional residential block of the 
attenuating site on Davis Street. 2 of the blocks enjoy unobstructed view of the 
harbour.  
 
Nevertheless, the surrounding neighbourhood was not an ideal location. Immediate 
next to the project is the Abattoir. Though it has not operated for a period of time, the 
condition was still not very good indeed as the abandoned structure didn’t have proper 
treatment. The transportation of the district was also a big problem to the project, as 
there is very few express bus lines and have no MTR access to the city centre, the 
journey time for the peak hour was almost the same as those living in the outskirt of 
the city. The existence of the cargo and refuse loading area nearby also put pressure 
on the local transportation network. 
 
Furthermore, the unobstructed view to the west of the project was scattered by the 
proposed comprehensive development at the abandoned abattoir and the disposed 
incinerator.   
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APPENDIX 2 – SOURCES OF TRANSACTIONS DATA  
For analysis of properties with more than 25 years in age 
Building Name Address 
HANG FAI BLDG 67-83 Belcher's Street/ 27 North Street 
HOI LEE BLDG 29-31 Sands Street 
HON BONG BLDG 598-600 Queen's Road West 
JOY FAT MAN 522-530 Queen's Road West 
KA MING BLDG 56A-56B Belcher's Street 
KAM FAI BLDG 125-129 Belcher's Street 
KENNEDY MAN 165-175 Belcher's Street/ 10B-10C Davis Street 
KIN YICK MAN 15 Belcher's Street/1-11 Holland Street 
KO LEUNG MAN 572-574 Queen's Road West 
KWAN YICK BLDG 150 Belcher's Street 
LEADER HSE 57-61 Belcher's Street 
LIGHTAL BLDG 527 Queen's Road West 
LUEN GAY APT 124-134 Belcher's Street/9-9C Davis Street 
LUEN HONG APT 116-122 Belcher's Street 
LUEN WAH MAN 518-520 Queen's Road West 
LUEN WAI APT 136-142 Belcher's Street/7-7A Davis Street 
LUEN YAU APT 102-114 Belcher's Street 
LUNGGA MAN 46A Belcher's Street 
MAU WAH MAN 22-24A Belcher's Street 
NAM HUNG MAN  5 Belcher's Street/22-23 Praya, Kennedy Town 
ON LOK MAN 586-588 Queen's Road West 
PAK HOO MAN 554-560 Queen's Road West 
PEARL COURT 13 Belcher's Street 
PIT FAT BLDG 58 Belcher's Street 
PO FAT BLDG 34 Belcher's Street/1A-1C Rock Hill Street 
PO TAK BLDG 540-546 Queen's Road West/2-4 Woo Hop Street 
SAI ON HSE 93-95 Belcher's Street 
SANDS BLDG 23-25 Sands Street 
SANDS HSE 39 Belcher's Street/10-18 Sands Street 
SIU YEE BLDG 590-596A Queen's Road West 
SUN KING HSE 576-584 Queen's Road West 
SUN SHING BLDG 2-12 Belcher's Street 
TUNG HING MAN 41-55 Belcher's Street/1C-1D Sands Street 
WING TAI MAN 7 Sands Street 
WO FAT BLDG 468-470 Des Vouex Road West/533-543 Queen's Road West 
YUE YEE MAN 18A-20A Belcher's Street/1-9 Li Po Lung Path 
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For analysis of properties with less than 25 years in age 
Building Name Address 
AXEFORD VILLA 3-5 Sands Street 
CHEONG KAT MAN 98-100 Catchick Street 
FOOK ON MAN 23-25 North Street 
GRAND FORTUNE MANS 1-1A Davis Street 
HANG YU BLDG 334-350 Des Voeux Road West 
HARBOUR VIEW GDN TWR 1 1 Sands Street 
HARBOUR VIEW GDN TWR 2 2 Catchick Street 
HARBOUR VIEW GDN TWR 3 21 North Street 
HING WONG BLDG 61 Catchick Street 
HOUSTON COURT 40 Belcher's Street 
IVY ON BELCHER'S 26 Belcher's Street 
JADE COURT 35A Belcher's Street/48-49 Praya, Kennedy Town 
JOYFUL BLDG 16-18 Belcher's Street 
KA ON BLDG 65 Catchick Street 
KAM HING BLDG 27-31 Catchick Street 
KAM HO COURT 144-148 Belcher's Street 
KAM LING COURT 532-534 Queen's Road West/ 14A South Lane/1-3 Woo Hop Street 
KING'S BLDG 1 Cheung Kan Lane/521-525 Queen's Road West 
MAN KWONG COURT 12 Smithfield 
MARKFIELD BLDG 8 Smithfield 
MILLENNIUM COURT 11 Sands Street 
NICE GDN 513 Queen's Road West 
SCHOLAR COURT 15-17 Sands Street 
SHUN HING BLDG 22-34 Catchick Street/ 2-6A Smithfield 
SHUN ON BLDG 2 Sands Street 
SMITHFIELD COURT BLK 1 43-43A Smithfield 
TAI HONG BLDG 1D Holland Street/35 Praya, Kennedy Town 
TAI PAK TERR 36 Sands Street 
TAI SANG BLDG 1A Sands Street 
TREASURE COURT 28 Belcher's Street 
WAH PO BLDG 1-1A New Praya, Kennedy Town 
WESTVIEW HTS 163 Belcher's Street 
YING GA GDN  34 Sands Street 
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APPENDIX 3 – DETAILS AND STATUS OF URA/LDC PROJECTS 
The details and status of the urban renewal projects are as follows: (Hong Kong Place, 
2005) (Urban Renewal Authority, 2005) 
Number Name Status 
H1 Queen’s Street Finished 
H2 Western Market Finished 
H3 Wing Lok Street/Queen’s Road Central Finished 
H4 High Street  Finished 
H6 Jubilee Street/Queen’s Road Central Finished 
H9 Wan Chai Road/Tai Yuen Street Under Construction 
H12 Kennedy Road New Praya Finished 
H13 Ka Wai Man Road Under Construction 
H14 Sai Wan Ho Street Planning Stage 
H15 Lei Tung Street/McGregor Street Acquisition Stage 
H16 Johnston Road Under Construction 
H17 Queen’s Road East Planning Stage 
H18 Peel Street/Graham Street Planning Stage 
H19 Wing Lee Street/Stanton Street  Planning Stage 
H20 First Street/Second Street Planning Stage  
H21 Shau Kei Wan Road/Nam On Street Planning Stage 
K1 Ngau Chin Wai Road Under Construction 
K2 Argyle Street/Shanghai Street  Finished 
K3 Cherry Street Under Construction 
K7 Kwun Tong Planning Stage 
K8 Kwong Wah Street Finished 
K9 Macpherson Playground Planning Stage 
K10 Yunnan Lane/Waterloo Road Finished 
K11 Hanoi Road Under Construction 
K12 Ma Tau Kok Road Acquistion Stage 
K13 Tsuen Wan Town Centre Under Construction 
K14 Bulkeley Street Planning Stage 
K15 Gillies Avenue Planning Stage 
K17 Yeung Uk Road Under Construction 
K19 Shun Ning Road/Po On Road/Hing Wah 
Street 
Planning Stage 
K20 Castle Peak Road/Cheong Wah Street Planning Stage 
K21 Castle Peak Road/Un Chau Street/Hing Wah 
Street 
Planning Stage 
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K22 Un Chau Street/Hing Wah Street/Fuk Wing 
Street 
Under Construction 
K23 Castle Peak Road/Hing Wah Street Under Construction 
K25 Po On Road/ Wai Wai Road  Under Construction 
K26 Fuk Wing Street/Fuk Wah Street Under Construction 
K27 Reclamation Street Under Construction 
K28 Sai Yi Street Planning Stage 
K29 Kwong Yung Street Planning Stage 
K30 Bedford Street/Larch Street Planning Stage 
K31 Larch Street/Fir Street Planning Stage 
K32 Pine Street/Anchor Street Planning Stage 
K33 Baker Court Planning Stage 
 (The above data only included all those numbered projects by LDC and URA.) 
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APPENDIX 4 – PRICE INDICES OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES  
Year Month Index 
1993 12 100.8
1993 11 97.8
1993 10 95.5
1993 9 97.3
1993 8 98.3
1993 7 98.1
1993 6 94.9
1993 5 90.7
1993 4 87.5
1993 3 85.7
1993 2 85.2
1993 1 84.4
1994 12 110.1
1994 11 115.2
1994 10 116.8
1994 9 116.3
1994 8 117.7
1994 7 113.8
1994 6 116.1
1994 5 116
1994 4 118.2
1994 3 119.4
1994 2 111.6
1994 1 107.7
1995 12 103.9
1995 11 103.2
1995 10 100.8
1995 9 101.6
1995 8 105
1995 7 106.4
1995 6 108.2
1995 5 110.1
1995 4 112.7
1995 3 113.3
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Year Month Index 
1995 2 112.4
1995 1 110
1996 12 134.5
1996 11 128
1996 10 123.1
1996 9 118.2
1996 8 117.4
1996 7 114.6
1996 6 115
1996 5 113.5
1996 4 112.1
1996 3 112.8
1996 2 108.5
1996 1 105.2
1997 12 155
1997 11 160.5
1997 10 172.9
1997 9 170.3
1997 8 171.1
1997 7 167.2
1997 6 172
1997 5 172.3
1997 4 157
1997 3 162.2
1997 2 154.3
1997 1 142.7
1998 12 104.6
1998 11 100.3
1998 10 95.6
1998 9 98.5
1998 8 104.5
1998 7 108
1998 6 112.5
1998 5 127.6
1998 4 134.3
1998 3 138.7
1998 2 136.6
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Year Month Index 
1998 1 143.7
1999 12 95.7
1999 11 94.3
1999 10 95.8
1999 9 97.1
1999 8 100.5
1999 7 101.6
1999 6 102.3
1999 5 102.9
1999 4 102
1999 3 101.7
1999 2 102
1999 1 103.8
2000 12 81.8
2000 11 83.7
2000 10 87
2000 9 88.2
2000 8 87.2
2000 7 86.6
2000 6 86
2000 5 90.3
2000 4 93.9
2000 3 95.3
2000 2 97.5
2000 1 97.5
2001 12 73.8
2001 11 73.6
2001 10 74.1
2001 9 77.2
2001 8 78.5
2001 7 80.2
2001 6 80.9
2001 5 80.5
2001 4 82.2
2001 3 82.1
2001 2 80.2
2001 1 80.7
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Year Month Index 
2002 12 64.8
2002 11 65.1
2002 10 65.4
2002 9 66.7
2002 8 68.3
2002 7 70.9
2002 6 71.9
2002 5 72.4
2002 4 72.3
2002 3 73.3
2002 2 73.9
2002 1 74.1
2003 12 65.4
2003 11 64.3
2003 10 63.4
2003 9 60.9
2003 8 58.6
2003 7 58.4
2003 6 59.3
2003 5 59.7
2003 4 60.5
2003 3 61.2
2003 2 63.4
2003 1 63.6
2004 12 83.3
2004 11 82.7
2004 10 84.1
2004 9 80.9
2004 8 77.6
2004 7 74.9
2004 6 74.7
2004 5 77.5
2004 4 79.4
2004 3 78.1
2004 2 73.2
2004 1 69.5
2005 12 90.1
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Year Month Index 
2005 11 90.1
2005 10 89.9
2005 9 89.5
2005 8 87.8
2005 7 87.5
2005 6 86.5
2005 5 85.7
2005 4 84.6
2005 3 83.3
2005 2 82.3
2005 1 81.9
2006 1 88.4
 
Source: Rating and Valuation Department, Hong Kong Property Review: Various 
issues, Hong Kong: Rating and Valuation Department. 
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